
German TV show features mission of
Alzheimer’s Germ Quest, Inc.,  reports Dr. Leslie
Norins, CEO
German news show profiles American couple offering $1 million to any scientist who can prove a
germ triggers Alzheimer's.

NAPLES, FL, UNITED STATES, July 13, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The popular German TV show,

The volume of media inquiries
we received attests to the fact
that the public is now
demanding fresh approaches
to AD research be funded.”

Dr. Leslie Norins

Nano, on 3 SAT, which some liken to America’s “60 Minutes”,
recently presented as its lead segment an interview with
Leslie Norins, MD, PhD, CEO of Alzheimer’s Germ Quest, Inc.
(AGQ), and his wife Rainey, Vice President, discussing the
possibility that germs might play a role in the causation of
Alzheimer’s disease (AD). 

Several months ago, the German show’s producers became
interested in fresh thinking about the possible triggers of AD
and spotted a news item about the launch of AGQ’s project to

help accelerate and deepen research on the likely participation of infectious agents. They sent a film
crew to Naples for a detailed interview of the Norins’.

The entourage also went to a local senior center to observe and film how it conducts half-day classes,
such as arts and crafts, for Alzheimer’s patients, so as to provide respite for their caregivers.  The
great impact made by meeting the patients led AGQ to propose the creation of “boot camps” to
expose new AD researchers to the cognition deterioration the AD process inflicts on formerly vibrant
seniors.

The German film crew remarked on how “open” American families were about a member’s having AD.
They said that sometimes in Germany there is a kind of shame associated with the diagnosis, and so
it is kept veiled in some cases.

Dr. Norins said that following the show’s broadcast in Germany, numerous emails were received from
viewers there.  He took this as a sign citizens there were as eager for research progress as those in
the U.S.
Dr. Norins believes this show, and numerous other media inquiries he has received attest to the fact
that the public is now demanding fresh approaches to AD research be funded, in addition to the older
standbys of amyloid plaques and protein tangles.

Alzheimer’s Germ Quest, Inc. is a public benefit corporation headquartered in Naples Florida. Its
mission is to accelerate and deepen scientific investigations into the possible role of infectious agents
as the root cause of Alzheimer’s disease. It is the sponsor of the $1 Million Alzheimer’s Germ Quest
Challenge Award for scientists. (ALZgerm.org).
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